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            $PMSP is a 100% decentralized project on the new & growing BeanEco Smart Chain. PMSP will
combine gaming, web 3, DeFi, & online gambling in a unique & immersive experience for holders of
our PMSP Tokens & future Angry Mantis Shrimp NFT holders. We are currently planning the roadmap
of our Metaverse which will be known as Atlantis.  Then wil will release our Road Map for our two
Meme Coin Rumble and Meme Wars that will be built on Unreal Engine 5. Inside Atlantis we will
feature a full-scale world that the Atlanteans and adventurers will be able to explore and test their
skills in the Meme Coin Rumble Colosseum where Atlantis will host tournaments for the top Crypto &
NFT communities to compete for the Annual Meme Coin Belt and payment in crypto. Competition will
give us a spotlight and allow us to bring in new Characters for our fighting game via other tokens and
their communities, which will push adoption. Peacock Mantis Shrimp LLC will generate revenue from
various aspects of our games, NFTs, and decentralized betting platform Versarena. Versarena will be
a decentralized web 3 application that gamers can utilize to place bets in crypto currency safely
against other online players and earn money off their skills. For more details on our ecosystem please
continue to read our white paper.
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          Atlantis is the core of the PMSP Gaming ecosystem
and will be a Web 3 utopia that will be built on Unreal
Engine 5. Atlanteans will have their own apartment and
receive a Hover Ski when they start their journey into
Atlantis. Atlantis will enable the PMSP Community &
other communities to explore the lost mysterious and
highly advanced city of Atlantis. Community  members
will be able to interact and network with other
Atlanteans, travel to the Meme Coin Rumble Stadium,
explore Atlantis and her depths with high tech hover skis
designed by Elon Mollusk which are hybrid hover jet skis
that convert to submarines. Atlanteans will be able to
battle various bosses, purchase clothing, accessories,
weapons, upgrade Hover Skis, and purchase various
types of real estate in Atlantis. The Official Atlantis
commercial and Road Map will be released soon! 
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       $PMSP is a 100% decentralized project on the new & growing BeanEco
Smart Chain. PMSP will combine gaming, web 3, DeFi, & online gambling in a
unique & immersive experience for holders of our PMSP Tokens & future
Angry Mantis Shrimp NFT holders. We are currently planning the roadmap of
our Metaverse which will be known as Atlantis.  Post release of Atlantis we
will release our Road Map for our first two games Meme Coin Rumble and
Meme Wars that will be built on Unreal Engine 5. Inside Atlantis we will
feature a full-scale world that the Atlanteans and adventures will be able to
explore and test their skills in the Meme Coin Rumble Colosseum where
Atlantis will host tournaments for the top Crypto & NFT communities to
compete for the Annual Meme Coin Belt and payment in crypto. Competition
will give us a spotlight and allow us to bring in new Characters for our
fighting game via other tokens and their communities, which will help push
organic adoption. The Peacock Mantis Shrimp Project will generate revenue
from various aspects of our games, NFTs, and decentralized betting platform
Versarena. Versarena will be a decentralized web 3 application that gamers
can utilize to place bets in crypto currency safely against other online players
and earn money off their skills.
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P v P Real Time Strategy Game 
Multiple Army's to choose from 
Online P v P mode, (Custom Games, (Dev's can build custom games similar to Warcraft 3),
ranked and non ranked gameplay, in the future tournaments
Story Mode  

        Meme wars Battle For The Metaverse is set in the year 3033. Calypso the Kraken
has escaped the Atlantean prison and is now gathering his legions to take over Atlantis
and the rest of the Metaverse. Join the Atlanteans and help save the Metaverse from
Calypso the tyrant!! 

  Overview
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The Angry Mantis Shrimp Club V1 is a 1,000 Unique NFT Collection
Blockchain - Ethereum (ERC-721)  same as Bored Apes who raised 450 Million seed round in 16
months.
Creator Earnings - 10%
58 Special Traits                     
Category: Profile Picture
Mint Price - 0.1 ETH ($160)

Utilities-
Acess to Atlantis Metaverse enviorment and gameplay
Hover Ski Free Airdrop if you hold at least 3 NFTs. Mint price for other holders 0.1 ETH and Public
Mint 0.2 ETH
Community Telegram Chat with Holders 
20% discount on Future Merch Drops
10% discount on auto repair at Capistrano Transmission & Auto Repair in the Orange County
California area 
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Intro: Gaming has evolved from a recreational activity to a competitive industry, with millions of players worldwide. 
 Introducing VersArena, a groundbreaking web3 gaming platform that transforms the way gamers compete and earn
money. 
We enable players to bet against each other using cryptocurrency, challenging opponents in top online games across
consoles like Playstation, Xbox, and PC. Which will include games like Call Of Duty, Ranbow Six Siege, Halo, Fortnite, etc. 

The Problem: Traditional gaming platforms restrict players from monetizing their skills, limiting their ability to earn real money that can
be spent on anything they want. 
Gamers invest significant time and effort into honing their skills but have few opportunities to convert their expertise into
tangible rewards.
Existing platforms lack a mechanism to enable players to directly earn and utilize cryptocurrency-based earnings.
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Our Solution: VersArena revolutionizes the gaming landscape by empowering players to earn that they can freely utilize. 
We provide a decentralized web3 gaming platform where gamers can bet on their skills, challenge opponents, and earn
cryptocurrency rewards. 
By leveraging blockchain technology, we ensure secure transactions, transparent gameplay, and the freedom for players to
use their earnings as they wish

Key Features: 1. Skill-Based Betting: Players can wager cryptocurrency on their gaming skills, challenging opponents to compete for real
rewards. 
2. Top Online Games: VersArena supports popular games across consoles like Playstation, Xbox, and PC, catering to a
wide range of gamers. 
3. Web3 Integration: We leverage the benefits of blockchain, enabling secure transactions, transparent gameplay, and
verifiable results. 
4. Decentralized Governance: Our community-driven platform empowers gamers by involving them in decision-making
processes.
 5. Rewards and Tournaments: Regular competitions, tournaments, and leaderboards offer additional opportunities to earn
substantial rewards
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Market Opportunity
The global gaming market is expected to reach $293.17 billion by 2027.
The rise of cryptocurrency and blockchain adoption opens new avenues for innovative gaming platforms. 
VersArena taps into this growing market, targeting millions of competitive gamers seeking skill-based monetization
opportunities.

Business Model
VersArena generates revenue through a transaction fee on bets and strategic partnerships with game developers. 
Our scalable and sustainable model ensures profitability while delivering value to both players and stakeholders. 

Competitive
Advantage

1. Skill-Focused: We prioritize skill-based gameplay, rewarding players based on their abilities rather than chance. 
2. Web3 Integration: VersArena leverages blockchain technology for enhanced security, transparency, and trust. 
3. Wide Game Selection: We support a diverse range of top online games, attracting a large player base. 
4. Community-Driven: Our platform encourages active participation and involvement in shaping the platform's future. 
5. Reliable Support: We provide exceptional customer support to ensure an optimal gaming experience for all users.
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Marketing Strategy
Our marketing strategy focuses on targeting gaming communities, influencers, and online platforms to spread awareness.
Strategic partnerships with game developers and esports organizations amplify our reach and establish VersArena as a
reputable platform. 

Roadmap
Phase 1: Further Platform development and beta testing.
Phase 2: Launch VersArena on multiple devices and expand game library. 
Phase 3: Implement governance mechanisms and community-driven enhancements. 
Phase 4: Global expansion and strategic partnerships with esports organizations.
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Token Name Peacock Mantis Shrimp
Symbol PMSP
Contract 0xab21085A7A56554909B3275209fCaddfCaCeF517
Token Type Deflationary Utility Gaming Token
Blockchain BESC Blockchain
Total supply 1,000,000,000,000,000
Initial Burn 40% of the total supply
Total Transaction Fees 8%

 2% Reflections to holders per transaction

2% Tokens burned per transaction

2% To Liquidity Pool

2% To marketing and development
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 Re-Launch on the new BESC Blockchain 
·Develop NFTs 
·Reach 500 #PMSP Holders
·Plan Road Map for Meme Coin Rumble and Meme Wars 
·Grow our community 
·Develop NFT Minting Page

 

Phase 1

Announce Atlantis Metaverse’s Developmental Road Map 
Launch Merch 
Reach 2500+ #PMSP Holders 
Reach out to other meme coin projects to sign their logo/animal as a fighter in Meme
Coin Rumble
Launch NFT Minting Page 
Release Meme Coin Rumble's first commercial 
Start Development of #MemeWars
List on CMC & CG (Determined by BESC Blockchain getting listed as well)
Launch Angry Mantis Shrimp Club NFT Collection
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Announce Meme Coin Rumbles & Meme Wars Battle for the Metaverse’s
Developmental RoadMap
Sign up 20-30 Projects to be one of the civilizations in Meme Wars and a
featured character in Meme Coin Rumble 
Open The Gates To Atlanits "PMSP Metaverse"
Reach 10,000-25,000 #peacockholders+
Start development of Meme Coin Rumble
Create a sponsorship/Ad banner, etc. for companies that want to sponsor
Meme Coin Rumble

Phase 1

• Make Chad The Mantis shrimp a global household meme 
• Release Meme Wars Battle For The Metaverse 
• Release Meme Coin Rumble Beta 
• Reach 50,000 #PMSP
• Release Dev RoadMap of the PMSP Metaverse "Atlantis" 
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Reach 100,000+ #PMSP Holders 
Release Meme Coin Rumble officially (non-Beta) 
Plan and execute Various CEX listings 
Chart Course to Mars 

 

Phase 1
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 Copy and Paste Token Address
0xab21085A7A56554909B3275209fCaddfCaCeF517

 
Step 1. Setting up your PMSP Address 
Register/Add a BESC Chain address on MetaMask. You can add the
BESC Network to your MetaMask at this website. https://bescscan.io/
On the bottom right corner where you can click on "Add BESC
Mainnet" 

Step 2. Connecting your Wallet 
 Connect your Trust Wallet or MetaMask to https://beanswap.finance/.

Step 3. Add BNB to your Wallet & Convert it to BESC 
Buy BNB or transfer it to your Trust Wallet or MetaMask wallet. Swap
your BNB for WBESC which you will then transfer to BESC which will
enable you to purchase PMSP. BESC Bridge can be located at this
website. Connect your Trust Wallet or MetaMask to
https://beanswap.finance/.

https://bridge.bescbridge.network/bridge
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 Step 4. Pancake Swap 
Go to beanswap.finance and add the PMSP token contract
address above to your list of tokens. 

Step 5. Slippage 
Set slippage tolerance to 8-10%. 

Step 6. Fill your Bag! 
Fill your bag and buy as many PMSP tokens as you can! Make sure to
follow our social media pages and join our telegram group to stay up
to date with our project and welcome Chad to the
$PeacockMantisShrimp community! 
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        The information shared in this whitepaper is not all-encompassing or comprehensive; and
does not in any way intend to create or put into implicit effect any elements of a contractual
relationship. The primary purpose of this whitepaper is to provide potential token holders with
pertinent information for them to thoroughly analyze the project and make an informed decision.
Prior to your participation in the purchase of PMSP Tokens or AMSC NFTs, we strongly advocate a
careful study of this whitepaper and all of the documents associated with the same, including the
contract in relation to the purchase of the same. You may even engage the services of appropriate
experts to help you with investment analysis. Certain statements, estimates and financial
information featured in this whitepaper are forward-looking statements. They are based on and
take into consideration certain known and unknown contingencies and risks which in eventuality
may cause the estimated results. However, they may differ factually and substantially from the
featured estimates or results extrapolated or expressed in such forward-looking statements
herein.


